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Disjoint Unit Spheres Admit At Most Two Line TransversalsOtfried Cheong1 Xavier Goao2 Hyeon-Suk Na3May 27, 2003AbstratWe show that a set of n disjoint unit spheres in Rd admits at most two distint geometripermutations, or line transversals, if n is large enough. This bound is optimal.1 IntrodutionA line ` is a line transversal for a set S of pairwise disjoint onvex bodies in Rd if it intersetsevery element of S. A line transversal de�nes two linear orders on S, namely the order in whih `intersets the bodies, where we an hoose to orient ` in two diretions. Sine the two ordersare essentially the same (one is the reverse of the other), we onsider them as a single geometripermutation.Bounds on the maximum number of geometri permutations were established about a deadeago: a tight bound of 2n�2 is known for d = 2 [2℄, for higher dimension the number is in 
(nd�1) [5℄and in O(n2d�2) [10℄. The gap was losed for the speial ase of spheres by Smorodinsky et al. [8℄,who showed that n spheres in Rd admit �(nd�1) geometri permutations. This result an begeneralized to \fat" onvex objets [7℄.The even more speialized ase of ongruent spheres was treated by Smorodinsky et al. [8℄and independently by Asinowski [1℄. They proved that n unit irles in R2 admit at most twogeometri permutations if n is large enough (the proof by Asinowski holds for all n � 4). Zhou andSuri established an upper bound of 16 for all d and n suÆiently large, a result quikly improvedby Kathalski, Suri, and Zhou [6℄ and independently by Huang, Xu, and Chen [4℄ to 4.Kathalski et al. show that for n large enough, two line transversals an make an angle ofat most O(1=n) with eah other, so all line transversals are \essentially" parallel. They de�nea swithed pair to be a pair of spheres (A;B) suh that there are two line transversals ` and `0(for all n spheres) where ` visits A before B, while `0 visits B before A. Kathalski et al. provethat any sphere an partiipate in at most one swithed pair, and that the two spheres forming aswithed pair must appear onseutively in any geometri perturbation of the set. It follows thatany two geometri perturbations di�er only in that the elements of some swithed pair may havebeen exhanged. Kathalski et al.'s main result is that there are at most two swithed pairs in aset of n disjoint unit spheres, implying the bound of four geometri permutations.We show that in fat there annot be more than one swithed pair. This implies that, forn large enough, a set of n disjoint unit spheres admits at most two geometri perturbations, whihdi�er only by the swapping of two adjaent elements. Sine there are arbitrarily large sets of unitspheres in Rd with one swithed pair, this bound is optimal.The study of geometri permutations is motivated mostly by theoretial interest, yet there isan important appliation to omputer graphis. In various appliations, spae is deomposed intoboxes, and light an pass only through portals, that is openings between the boxes (suh as doors,1Department of Mathematis and Computer Siene, TU Eindhoven, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, TheNetherlands. Email: o.heong�tue.nl2LORIA (INRIA Lorraine), 615, rue du Jardin Botanique, B.P. 101, 54602 Villers-les-Nany, Frane.Email: xavier.goao�loria.fr3Soongshil University, Seoul, South Korea. Email: hsnaa�omputing.ssu.a.kr1



dimension Objets Known bound2 onvex objets �(2n� 2) [2℄2 n � 4 ongruent disks 2 [1, 8℄3 spheres with a radius disparity of  O(log ) [?℄any onvex objets 
(nd�1) [5℄ and O(n2d�2) [10℄any spheres of various radii, fat onvex objets �(nd�1) [8, 7℄any n suÆiently large ongruent spheres 2 (this paper) [6, 4℄Table 1: Known bounds on the number of geometri permutations.windows, and stairwell openings in building models) [9℄. For a box to be visible from another box,light has to pass through all the portals in-between, and if no line transversals for these portalsexists, then the two boxes are mutually invisible.Surveys of geometri transversal theory are Goodman et al. [3℄ and Wenger [11℄.2 The proofA unit sphere is a sphere of radius 1. We say that two unit spheres are disjoint if their interiorsare (in other words, we allow the spheres to touh). A line stabs a sphere if it intersets the losedsphere (and so a tangent to a sphere stabs it). A line transversal for a set of disjoint unit spheresis a line that stabs all the spheres, with the restrition that it is not allowed to be tangent to twospheres in a ommon point.Given two disjoint unit spheres A and B, let g(A;B) be their enter of gravity and �(A;B) betheir biseting hyperplane. If the enters of A and B are a and b, then g(A;B) is the mid-pointof a and b, and �(A;B) is the hyperplane through g(A;B) orthogonal to the line ab.We �rst repeat a basi lemma by Kathalski et al.Lemma 1 [6, Lemma 2.3℄ Let ` and `0 be two di�erent line transversals of a set S of n disjointunit spheres in Rd . Then the angle between the diretion vetors of ` and `0 is O(1=n).Proof. A volume argument shows that the distane between the �rst and last sphere stabbedby ` is 
(n). Sine ` and `0 have distane at most 2 over an interval of length 
(n), their diretionvetors make an angle of O(1=n).Lemma 1 implies that all line transversals for a set of spheres are nearly parallel.We ontinue with a warm-up lemma in two dimensions.Lemma 2 Let S and T be two unit-radius disks in R2 with enters (��; 0) and (�; 0), where� � os� for some angle � with 0 < � � �=2. Then S \ T is ontained in the ellipse� xsin2 ��2 + � ysin��2 � 1:Proof. Let (�; 0) and (0; �) be the rightmost and topmost point of S\T (see Figure 1). Considerthe ellipse E de�ned as (x� )2 + (y� )2 � 1:E intersets the boundary of S in (0; �) and (0;��), and is tangent to it in (�; 0). An ellipse aninterset a irle in at most four points and the tangeny ounts as two intersetions, and so thereis no further intersetion between the two urves. Sine (��; 0) lies on E and inside S, the partof E between (0;��) and (0; �) lies outside S, and S \ T is ontained in E. It remains to observethat �2 = 1� �2 � 1� os2 � = sin2 �;2
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Figure 1: The intersetion of two disks is ontained in an ellipse.so � � sin�, and � = 1� � � 1� os� � 1� os2 � = sin2 �;whih proves the lemma.We now show that a transversal for two spheres annot pass too far from their ommon enterof gravity.Lemma 3 Given two disjoint unit spheres A and B in Rd and a line ` stabbing both spheres, letp be the point of intersetion of ` and �(A;B), and let � be the angle between ` and �(A;B).Then d(p; g(A;B)) � sin�:Proof. Let a and b be the enters of A and B and let v be the diretion vetor of `, that is, `an be written as fp+ �v j � 2 Rg. We �rst argue that proving the lemma for d = 3 is suÆient.Indeed, assume d > 3 and onsider the 3-dimensional subspae � ontaining `, a, and b. Sine wehave d(a; `) � 1 and d(b; `) � 1, the line ` stabs the 3-dimensional unit spheres A \ � and B \ �.And sine �=2� � is the angle between two vetors in �, namely v and b� a, � is also the anglebetween ` and the two-dimensional plane �(A;B) \ �. So if the lemma holds in �, then it alsoholds in Rd .In the rest of the proof we an therefore assume that d = 3. We hoose a oordinate systemwhere a = (0; 0;��), b = (0; 0; �) with � � 1, and v = (os�; 0; sin�). Then � := �(A;B) is thexy-plane and g := g(A;B) = (0; 0; 0). Consider the ylinders yl(A) := fu+ �v j u 2 A; � 2 Rgand yl(B). Sine ` stabs A and B, we have p 2 yl(A) \ yl(B) \ �.The intersetion B0 := yl(B) \ � is the ellipse (see Figure 2)sin2 �(x+ �tan� )2 + y2 � 1;and symmetrially A0 := yl(A) \� issin2 �(x� �tan� )2 + y2 � 1:If we let � be the linear transformation� : (x; y) 7! (x sin�; y);3
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Figure 2: The intersetion of the ylinder with the xy-plane is an ellipse.then �(A0) and �(B0) are unit-radius disks with enters (� os�; 0) and (�� os�; 0). By Lemma 2,the intersetion �(A0 \ B0) is ontained in the ellipse� xsin2 ��2 + � ysin��2 � 1:Applying ��1 we �nd that A0 \ B0 is ontained in the irle with radius sin� around g. Sinep 2 A0 \ B0, the lemma follows.We now prove our key lemma.Lemma 4 Let A, B, C, D be four spheres from a set S of n disjoint unit spheres in Rd , for nlarge enough. Assume there are two line transversal ` and `0 for S, suh that ` stabs the fourspheres in the order ABCD, and `0 stabs them in the order BADC. Thend(g(A;B); g(C;D)) < 1 +O(1=n):Proof. Let �1 := �(A;B), �2 = �(C;D), g1 := g(A;B), and g2 := g(C;D). We hoose aoordinate system where �1 is the hyperplane x1 = 0, and the intersetion �1\�2 is the subspaex1 = x2 = 0. We an make this hoie suh that the x1-oordinate of the enter of A is < 0, andthat the x2-oordinate of the enter of C is less than the x2-oordinate of the enter of D. Wean also assume that the x2-oordinate of g1 is � 0 (otherwise we swap A with B, C with D, and` with `0). Figure 3 shows the projetion of the situation on the x1x2-plane.Let pi := ` \ �i, p0i := `0 \ �i, let �i be the angle between ` and �i, and let �0i be the anglebetween `0 and �i. By Lemma 1 we have �i; �0i 2 O(1=n).Let us hoose an orientation on ` and `0 so that they interset �1 before �2. Sine ` stabs Abefore B and C before D, it intersets �1 from bottom to top, and �2 from left to right. Thesegment p1p2 therefore lies in the top-left quadrant of Figure 3. On the other hand, `0 stabs Bbefore A and D before C, so it intersets �1 from top to bottom, and �2 from right to left, andthe segment p01p02 lies in the bottom-right quadrant of the �gure.4
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Figure 3: The two hyperplanes de�ne four quadrantsLet now t := d(p1; p2) and t0 := d(p01; p02). Lemma 3 impliesd(g1; g2) � d(g1; p1) + d(p1; p2) + d(p2; g2) � sin�1 + t+ sin�2 � t+O(1=n);and similarlyd(g1; g2) � d(g1; p01) + d(p01; p02) + d(p02; g2) � sin�01 + t0 + sin�02 � t0 +O(1=n);and so d(g1; g2) � O(1=n) + minft; t0g:It remains to prove that minft; t0g � 1. Let u1 (u01) be the orthogonal projetion of p1 (p01) on �2,u2 (u02) the orthogonal projetion of p2 (p02) on �1. Consider the retangular triangle p1u2p2. Wehave \u2p1p2 = �1, and so t sin�1 = d(p2; u2) = d(p2;�1): (1)Similarly, we an onsider the retangular triangles p2u1p1, p01u02p02, and p02u01p01 to obtaint sin�2 = d(p1; u1) = d(p1;�2); (2)t0 sin�01 = d(p02; u02) = d(p02;�1); (3)t0 sin�02 = d(p01; u01) = d(p01;�2): (4)We now distinguish two ases.The �rst ase ours if, as in the �gure, the x1-oordinate of g2 is � 0. By Lemma 3 we haved(p2; g2) � sin�2. Sine p2 and g2 lie on opposite sides of �1, we have d(p2;�1) � sin�2. Similarly,we have d(p1; g1) � sin�1, and p1 and g1 lie on opposite sides of �2, implying d(p1;�2) � sin�1.Plugging into Eq. (1) and (2), we obtaint � minn sin�2sin�1 ; sin�1sin�2o � 1;whih proves the lemma for this ase. 5



The seond ase ours if the x1-oordinate of g2 is > 0. We let s1 := d(g1;�2), and s2 :=d(g2;�1). Applying Lemma 3 , we then haved(p2;�1) � d(p2; g2) + s2 � sin�2 + s2; (5)d(p1;�2) � d(p1; g1)� s1 � sin�1 � s1; (6)d(p02;�1) � d(p02; g2)� s2 � sin�02 � s2; (7)d(p01;�2) � d(p01; g1) + s1 � sin�01 + s1: (8)Plugging Ineqs. (5) to (8) into (1) to (4), we obtaint � sin�2 + s2sin�1 ; (9)t � sin�1 � s1sin�2 ; (10)t0 � sin�02 � s2sin�01 ; (11)t0 � sin�01 + s1sin�02 : (12)We want to prove that min(t; t0) � 1. We assume the ontrary. From t > 1 and Ineq. (10) weobtain sin�2 < sin�1 � s1;and from t0 > 1 and Ineq. (11) we get sin�01 < sin�02 � s2:Plugging this into Ineq. (9) and (12) results int � sin�2 + s2sin�1 < sin�1 � s1 + s2sin�1 = 1 + s2 � s1sin�1 ;t0 � sin�01 + s1sin�02 < sin�02 � s2 + s1sin�02 = 1 + s1 � s2sin�02 :It follows that if s2 < s1 then t < 1, otherwise t0 � 1. In either ase the lemma follows.Given a set S of n spheres, Kathalski et al. [6℄ de�ne a swithed pair to be a pair ofspheres (A;B) from S suh that there is a line transversal ` of S stabbing A before B andanother line transversal `0 of S stabbing B before A. (Both transversals must be oriented in thesame diretion, as disussed in the remark after Lemma 1.)The notion of swithed pair is well de�ned beause of the following lemma.Lemma 5 [6, Lemma 2.8℄ Let S be a set of n disjoint unit spheres in Rd , with n large enough.A sphere of S an appear in at most one swithed pair.The number of swithed pairs determines the number of geometri permutations, as the followinglemma shows.Lemma 6 [6, Lemma 2.9℄ Let S be a set of n disjoint unit spheres in Rd , for n large enough.The two members of a swithed pair must appear onseutively in in all geometri permutationsof S. If there are a total of m swithed pairs, then S admits at most 2m di�erent geometripermutations.The following lemma provides a lower bound on the distane of the enters of gravity of twoswithed pair. It will be a key ingredient in our proof that only one swithed pair an exist, asthe lower bound ontradits the upper bound we have shown in Lemma 4.6



Lemma 7 [6, Lemma 3.2℄ Let S be a set of n disjoint unit spheres in Rd with two swithedpairs (A;B) and (C;D). Then d(g(A;B); g(C;D)) � p2� "(n);where "(n) > 0 and limn!1 "(n) = 0.Finally, the following lemma allows us to apply Lemma 4.Lemma 8 [6, Lemma 3.1℄ Let S be a set of n disjoint unit spheres in Rd with two swithedpairs (A;B) and (C;D), for n large enough. Then there are two line transversals ` and `0 of Ssuh that ` stabs the four spheres in the order ABCD and `0 stabs them in the order BADC,possibly after interhanging A and B and/or C and D.Theorem 9 A set S of n disjoint unit spheres in Rd , for n large enough, has at most one swithedpair and admits at most two di�erent geometri permutations.Proof. The seond laim follows from the �rst by Lemma 6. Assume there are two di�erentswithed pairs (A;B) and (C;D). By Lemma 8 there exist two line transversals ` and `0 and fourspheres A, B, C, D in S suh that ` stabs them in the order ABCD and `0 stabs them in theorder BADC. Choosing n large enough, we have by Lemma 7d(g(A;B); g(C;D)) � p2� 1=5:By Lemma 4, we also have d(g(A;B); g(C;D)) < 1 + 1=5 < p2� 1=5;a ontradition. The theorem follows.AknowledgementsWe thank Herv�e Br�onnimann for introduing the problem to us. Part of this researh was doneduring the Seond MGill-INRIA Workshop on Computational Geometry in Computer Graphisat MGill Bellairs Researh Institute. We wish to thank the institute for its hospitality, andespeially Gwen, Bellair's hef, for her inspiring reations.Referenes[1℄ A. Asinowski. Common transversals and geometri permutations. Master's thesis, TehnionIIT, Haifa, 1998.[2℄ H. Edelsbrunner and M. Sharir. The maximum number of ways to stab n onvex non-interseting sets in the plane is 2n� 2. Disrete Comput. Geom., 5:35{42, 1990.[3℄ J. E. Goodman, R. Pollak, and R. Wenger. Geometri transversal theory. In J. Pah, editor,New Trends in Disrete and Computational Geometry. Algorithms and Combinatoris, vol. 10,pages 163{198. Springer-Verlag, 1993.[4℄ Y. Huang, J. Xu, and D. Z. Chen. Geometri permutations of high dimensional spheres. InPro. 12th ACM-SIAM Sympos. Disrete Algorithms, pages 244{245, 2001.[5℄ M. Kathalski, T. Lewis, and A. Liu. The di�erent ways of stabbing disjoint onvex sets.Disrete Comput. Geom., 7:197{206, 1992.[6℄ M. Kathalski, S. Suri, and Y. Zhou. A onstant bound for geometri permutations of disjointunit balls. Disrete & Computational Geometry, 29:161{173, 2003.7
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